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In this paper, we ompare Probabilisti SuÆx Trees (PST),
re ently proposed, to a spe i smoothing of Markov hains and show
that they both indu e the same model, namely a variable order Markov
hain. We show a weakness of PST in terms of smoothing and propose
to use an enhan ed smoothing. We show that the model based on enhan ed smoothing outperform the PST while needing less parameters on
a protein domain dete tion task on publi databases.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
In many appli ation domains like spoken or written natural language re ognition
and biologi al sequen es analysis, Markovian models are widely used to model
probability distributions on sequen es of events. However, in the ase of most
general models in this family (hidden Markov models), the training and de oding
pro edures an be omputationally heavy. Therefore, in many ases, the use of
Markov hains, a sub lass of Markovian models, is onsidered.
Re ently, a model based on variable order Markov hains, alled probabilisti
suÆx trees (PST) has been proposed. On a omputational biology task (protein
domains dete tion), its performan e is ompetitive with models based on hidden
Markov models, while being of lower algorithmi omplexity both for its learning
pro edure and for domain dete tion [3℄. This model an be trained from raw
sequen es, whereas HMM based models may need aligned sequen es, meaning
that it is independent from an alignment pro edure. This is an important point
sin e multiple alignment of protein sequen es is a omputer onsuming task and
is liable to errors. Moreover, the EM algorithm used to train HMM an hit a
lo al minimum.
However, the model based on PST re ently proposed provides a very simple
solution to a problem pointed out as very important for models based on Markov
hains : the probability smoothing. This lassi al problem o urs in probability
estimation when the number of possible events is very large ompared to the
number of observed events. In this ase, many non observed yet possible events
are estimated with a null probability. Smoothing probability estimation onsists in estimating the probability of non observed events, while orre ting the
probability of observed events.
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The stru ture of this arti le is as follows. We rst re all the de nition of
probabilisti suÆx trees, present the link with Markov hains, give the inferen e algorithm and point out the weakness of the model regarding probability
smoothing. Then, we present a smoothing te hnique whi h has been proved to
be eÆ ient and show that this te hnique indu es a model whi h is equivalent
to PST but with a better smoothing. Finally, we test the models on a protein
dete tion task and show that using the improved smoothing te hnique yields
better results with less parameters.

2 Variable order Markov hains
2.1 Predi tion suÆx trees
Probabilisti suÆx trees (PST), also known as predi tion suÆx trees, are a model
of probability distribution for dis rete events o urring in sequen es. They an
be used either to predi t the next event in the sequen e, as in language modeling,
or to assign a probability to a whole sequen e for lassi ation, or dete tion as
in protein domain dete tion. The basi assumption underlying the PST is that
the probability of an event in the sequen e depends at most on the k pre eding
events, for some k xed. The di eren e between PST and lassi al Markov hains
is that for Markov hains, the dependen y relies on exa tly the k pre eding
events, whereas in PST the dependen y an be based on a number of pre eding
events varying from 0 to k . In that way, PST are a generalization of Markov
hains. Formally, let  be a set of dis rete symbols (events). A PST is a rooted
tree of maximum degree jj for whi h

{ for ea h node, there is at most one outgoing edge labeled by ea h symbol of



{ ea h node is labeled by the labels sequen e of the edges needed to go up
from this node to the root (suÆx labeling).

1 begin
2 T has only one node, labeled by  (the empty suÆx)
3 S = fj 2 ; P ( )  Pmin g
4 while S 6= ;, sele t s in S
5 remove s from S
js)
6 if 9 2  su h that P (js)  min and P ((Pj(suf
 1r or  r
(s))
7 then add to T the node labeled by s and all the nodes needed to go
8 to this node from the node in the tree labeled by the largest suÆx of s.
9 end if
10 if jsj < L then S = S [ fs j  2 ; P (s) > Pmin g end if
11 end while
12 for all s labeling a node in T , smooth the probability su h that
13 8 2 ; ^s ( ) = (1 jj min )P (js) + min
14 end
Fig. 2.

The PST inferen e algorithm.

{ for ea h node q, every outgoing
transition on a symbol s is asso iated to a
P
probability q (s) su h that

s2 q (s) = 1

Let X = (xn )n2f1;:::;ng be a sequen e of events. TheQprobability assigned by
the PST to the sequen e is given by P (x1 ;    ; xn ) = ni=1 si (xi ) where si is
the node of the tree orresponding to the largest suÆx of x1 ;    ; xi 1 stored in
the tree. An example of suÆx tree is presented on Figure 1.
Ron et al. [14℄ proposed an algorithm for PST inferen e and studied the
learnability properties of the model. Given a target PST with n states and with
maximum depth L, and for every given  > 0 and 0 < Æ < 1, their algorithm
returns with on den e 1 Æ , in time polynomial in n, L, jj, Æ1 , 1 , a PST whose
per symbol Kullba k-Leibler distan e from the target is at most .
The PST inferen e algorithm is presented on Figure 2. Given a sequen e
s = x0 ;    ; xi , we note suf (s) = x1 ; : : :; xi the largest suÆx of s di erent from
s. The algorithm starts from a 0th order Markov hain (line 2) and with S , the
set of suÆxes to be examined, ontaining all the symbols with probability larger
than a threshold set to Pmin (line 3). Then, for ea h element s in S , if there exists
a symbol for whi h the probability onditioned by s is signi antly di erent from
the probability onditioned by the suÆx of s (line 4), then the node labeled by
s is added to the tree, and also all the nodes needed to go to this node from the
node in the tree labeled by the largest suÆx of s. If the length of s is stri tly
smaller than the maximum order of the tree, then all the sequen es built from s
added with a symbol  , su h that the probability of the sequen e s is larger the
threshold Pmin are added to S (line 10). The last step of the algorithm is a very
simple smoothing pro edure. The maximum likelihood probability estimator is
modi ed so that no symbol is predi ted with probability 0 whatever its suÆx is
(line 13).

However, the smoothing pro edure using the modi ed maximum likelihood
estimator has two main drawba ks. First, the same onstant value min is added
to every probability, whatever the observed frequen y and the probability of
the event are. Se ond, the same oor probability min is assigned to all unseen
events, whatever their suÆx is. Many other smoothing pro edures, whi h do not
su er from these problems, have been proposed. We present one of them in the
next se tion.

2.2 Ba k-o smoothing of Markov Chains
When using Markovian models in real appli ations, even if a large amount of
data is available to estimate the model, the problem of predi ting events whi h
were not observed during the estimation pro edure o urs. This is parti ularly
true for high order Markovian models sin e the number of possible ontexts for a
kth order Markovian model is exponential in k. The probability of a large number
of events are estimated on only a few o urren es, leading to poor probability
estimation. Many rare but possible events are not observed, and are wrongly
estimated with a null probability.
The problem of predi ting unseen events, also known as the zero-frequen y
problem, is due to the fa t that the maximum likelihood estimator attributes
the whole probability mass to the events seen during the estimation. Several
solutions have been proposed to this problem : su ession laws [12℄, linear interpolation of the maximum likelihood estimator with another estimator, su h
as an a priori distribution [8℄ or a more general distribution [7℄, dis ounting of
a ertain amount of the probability mass of seen events using the Turing-good
formula [9℄ or absolute dis ounting [13℄. When using dis ounting, the dis ounted
probability mass is redistributed to all unseen events a ording to another probability distribution. This is the ba k-o smoothing methods, proposed by Katz
[9℄.
For Markov hains, the ba k-o smoothing is based on the following idea :
dis ount a ertain amount dC from the probability mass of events whi h have
been observed in a ontext of length k and redistribute this amount to all unseen
events a ording to their probability in a ontext of length k 1. This probability
an in turn be re ursively smoothed. Formally, re alling the notation introdu ed
in the previous se tion, if  is a symbol and s a suÆx ( ontext), we have :

P (js) =

(

Ps;
2
(

)

dC if (s; ) > 0
s;)

(

(s) (s;  ) otherwise

where (s;  ) is the number of times  was seen after the suÆx s and dC is the
dis ount parameter, whi h may depend on (s;  ), (s) is a normalization fa tor
and (s;  ) is the ba k-o distribution, generally estimated on shorter suÆxes.
This distribution an in turn be smoothed, indu ing a re ursive pro ess whi h
ends, in the worst ase, with the un onditional probability of the symbol P ( ).
In this ase, the ba k-o distribution is used only if the main distribution is
null (shadowing). Kneser and Ney [10℄ showed that using the ba k-o distribu-

tion even if the main distribution is not null (non-shadowing) leads to a better
model. We have then :

P (js) =

(

Ps;
2
(

)

dC + 0 (s) (s; ) if (s; ) > 0
s;)

(

0 (s) (s; )

otherwise

where 0 (s) is a normalization fa tor. This method is also named non-linear
interpolation, sin e it an be de ned as
i
h
P (js) = max P(s; ) (s;dC) ; 0 + 0 (s) (s; )
2

if we suppose P
that dC  (s;  ) for all (s;  ) > 0. The normalization fa tor is
then 0 (s) = 2 j (s;)>0 P2dC (s;) . Kneser and Ney propose to estimate
the ba k-o probability in the following way :
(; suf (s);  )
(s;  ) = P
2 (; suf (s); ))

with (; suf (s);  ) = f 0 j ( 0 ; suf (s);  ) > 0g . This estimation is not based
on the observed frequen y of the sequen e (s;  ) but on the number of di erent
ontexts in whi h  has been observed after suf (s).
The ba k-o probability an also be null, leading to a re ursive smoothing
using the same formula. Therefore, we see that using a re ursive smoothing on a
kth order Markovian model leads to build a variable order Markov hain. There
are three di eren es between a variable order Markov hain build by re ursive
Kneser-Ney ba k-o smoothing (denoted KN- hain) and a variable order Markov
hain represented by a PST infered by Ron's algorithm:
{ there is no pruning in KN- hain : if a sequen e of length lower than the
maximum order of the KN- hain is observed, its probability is estimated
and stored, whereas in PST the estimated probability is stored only if it is
above a threshold (Pmin ). For a given maximum order, PST may have less
parameters than KN- hains.
{ in KN- hain, a di erent and enhan ed estimation s heme is used for the ba ko probability estimation, whereas in PST, for all the orders, probability
estimation is based on the modi ed maximum likelihood estimator.
{ in KN- hain, both the enhan ed estimation s heme and the modi ed maximum likelihood estimator are used (non-shadowing), whereas in PST, only
one modi ed maximum likelihood estimator is used.
In the next se tion, we show that KN- hains signi antly outperform PST on a
protein domain dete tion task.

3 Appli ation to protein domains dete tion
Many databases have been reated to gather information on erning proteins.
Resear hers an nd in these databases not only the amino-a id sequen e of proteins but also information about their fun tions, stru ture, related diseases and

bibliographi al pointers. These databases are used to help the analysis of newly
sequen ed proteins, for whi h no fun tion or stru ture is known yet. They serve
as a basis for learning models whi h are used to dete t sub-sequen es ( alled
domains or motifs) whi h are known to be related to a parti ular bio hemi al
fun tion. Su h models range from omplex probabilisti models based on hidden Markov models [11, 5℄ to purely synta ti models, like regular expressions,
des ribing hara teristi sub-sequen es [1℄. However, sin e the databases are onstantly in reasing and updated, the learning pro edure of these models must be
easy and of low omplexity.

3.1 Protein domains dete tion with variable Markov hains
Automati analysis of newly sequen ed proteins, for whi h neither stru ture nor
bio hemi al fun tions are known yet, is now very important sin e the number
of newly sequen ed proteins is in reasing daily. To a ertain extend, hypotheses
on erning the fun tion of a protein an be made by sear hing, in its amino-a id
sequen e, sub-sequen es whi h are known to be related to a fun tion in other
proteins. Many of su h sub-sequen es, alled domains, have been identi ed and
are stored in databases like PFAM [15℄. However, the sequen e of a given domain
is not onstant through spe ies. Substitutions, deletions and insertions o ur,
whi h make domain dete tion more omplex than a simple exa t sub-sequen e
dete tion.
Domain models, like HMM[5℄, are trained on theses sub-sequen es and used
to dete t domains in omplete protein sequen es. Variable order Markov hains
may also be used to dete t domains in protein sequen es [3℄. A variable order
Markov hain is asso iated to ea h domain to be dete ted and is estimated on a
set of examples of su h domain. Then the likelihood of a new protein sequen e
given a domain model is related to the presen e or not of the orresponding
domain in the protein. A high likelihood is a sign of a probable presen e of the
orresponding domain in the protein.

3.2 Experimental setup
We used two databases to test our models : the SWISSPROT database [2℄ whi h
ontains protein sequen es from several living organisms and the PFAM database
[15℄ whi h ontains alignments of fun tional domains, grouped in families, extra ted from SWISSPROT with a semi-automati pro edure. We labeled the
SWISSPROT sequen es with the name of the domains they ontain, a ording
to PFAM families. In order to ompare with re ently publish results [6, 3℄, we
used PFAM release 1.0. This release ontains 22307 domains grouped in 175
families.

3.3 Training the models
For ea h domain family, we estimated the models on 80% of the domain sequen es
extra ted from the alignments available in PFAM. We trained probabilisti suÆx
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tree with software and parameters given as optimal by Bejerano [3℄. The maximal
order of the PST is 20. We also trained variable order Markov hains with KneserNey smoothing, with maximum order ranging from 0 to 4.

3.4 Testing the models
All the models were tested for domain dete tion on the protein sequen es of
the SWISSPROT database orresponding to the omplete PFAM database. In
order to measure a orre t dete tion rate, we used the iso-point dete tion riterion [3, 6℄. For ea h family model, an iso-point is omputed on the omplete
SWISSPROT sequen es set. The iso-point is de ned as the value v for whi h
the number of protein sequen es not ontaining the domain with a likelihood
above v is equal to the number of protein sequen es ontaining the domain with
a likelihood under v . For a given model, a sequen e ontaining the domain with
a likelihood above the iso-point is onsidered orre tly dete ted. The orre t dete tion rate is de ned as the ratio of the number of proteins orre tly dete ted
on the number of proteins ontaining the domain. Note that in order to ompute
the iso-point, the likelihood of ea h sequen e is normalized by its length.

3.5 Results
Figure 3 shows the orre t dete tion rate on all the SWISSPROT database sequen es and the number of parameters for PST and variable order Markov hains
with Kneser-Ney smoothing. Smoothed variable order Markov hains outperform
PST as soon as the maximum order of the hains is greater or equal to 3. As
from the 4th order Markov hain and up to the the 9th order Markov hain,
the dete tion rate is stationary. Considering the domain dete tion problem as a
binary lassi ation problem (\does a sequen e ontain a given domain or not"),
the performan e di eren e between variable 4th order Markov hains and PST
was tested with a M Nemar test [4℄. The H 0 hypothesis \the variable 4th order
Markov hains and PST have the same lassi ation performan e" was reje ted
(p-value< 10 15 ). The performan e di eren e is thus signi ant.
Figure 4 shows the dete tion rate on the part of the SWISSPROT database
orresponding to the PFAM domains whi h were not used for training (named
SWISSPROT test set). Results are given when the size of the training set is
varying from 20% to 100%. Even on small training set, the 4th-order smoothed
variable order Markov hains outperform PST.
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Finally, gure 5 shows the dete tion rate with respe t to the number of
parameter needed by the model. The 3rd-order and 4th-order Markov hains
outperform PST while needing signi antly less parameters.

4 Con lusion
We have shown that PST and smoothed Markov hains an be seen as equivalent
variable order Markov models but for the smoothing te hnique. As the quality of
the ba k-o te hnique as been shown to be important for Markov hain in other
appli ation domains, we proposed to enhan e the smoothing te hnique used in
PST by using a non-shadowing ba k-o smoothing to lower order Markov hain
estimated as proposed by Kneser and Ney [10℄. With this improved smoothing,
we showed that the maximum order of the Markov hain an be drasti ally
redu ed, with a performan e in rease on a protein domain dete tion task. By
redu ing the maximum order of the Markov hain, we also redu e the number
of parameters needed.
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